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The Charge in Jordan (Lynch) to the Department of State l

SECRET AMMAN, November 4, 1953—ll_a. m.
213. Developments during past few weeks seem to demand care-

ful review of our current policy to make sure that through no ill-
advised or precipitate action we make achievement of our objec-
tives in the Middle East impossible.

Resentment in Jordan against US appears stronger today, No-
vember 4, [apparent omission] remaining reservoir of goodwill is
lower than at any time since the US recognized Israel in 1948. Fact
is our prestige here has struck new low.

Increased resentment stems mainly from three developments
(Embtel 209) 2 which Jordanians have interpreted to the distinct
disadvantage of the US:

(1) Secretary of State's statement indicating US determination to
support UN decisions by suspending US economic aid immediately
to any Middle East country disturbing peace of area which defies
or disobeys UN decisions. Jordanians are invariably omitting refer-
ence to qualifying phrase "disturbing peace of area" and believe
US policy is now to use threat of economic sanctions as lever to
aecure acceptance of any UN decision. Because Jordanians are able
to cite past evidence of the US having given little more than lip
service to UN decisions, this new US policy line appears to them
uot only inconsistent but, because of its timing, to bo aimed more
at the Arabs than at Israel.

(2) Alleged US action in Security Council October 29 preventing
SC taking steps reprimand Israel for Qibya attack. I do not know
what is meant by this allegation unless it refers to possible US ef-
forts broaden scope SC resolution to include general border situa-
tion. In any event, Jordanians believe Qibya massacre in itself seri-
ous enough to deserve separate treatment.

(3) News reports that US will withhold aid to states not prepared,
to accept US proposals for unified use of Jordan waters. Jordanians
will hotly resent such a threat. Rather than surrendering to
threats on matter of cooperation with Israel, they are prepared to
continue to live at a level of sub-standard subsistence, as they have
for thousands of years.

In view of increased presentiment provoked by recent US course
of action, it might be well to review basis US objective in area. Al-
though these objectives are taken from such highly classified docu-
ments as recent NSC papers, this is sufficiently self-evident to be

1 Repeated to London, Beirut, Baghdad, Cairo, Damascus, Jerusalem, Tel Aviv,
and Jidda.

2 Not printed. ;


